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Happy Birthday Caitlin and Cassie

Photos from about 4 years old and now at 18 and 19. Took
the second one when they accidentally wore the same shirt

to work.

Dear Beverly,

This week we celebrated the birthday of my
youngest daughter Cassie and my niece Caitlin
with birthdays one year and one day apart. We
also celebrate and recognize our Veteran
community who has given so much for our
freedoms in this country. My father served for 30
years in the Air Force. Thank you all for your
service.

This weekend we are hosting our first Charity
Sew-in and look forward to connecting with the
local customers as we all work to make quilts for
others. We thank those of you who made a
square and have dropped them off. You can
continue to send in 10" blocks through the end of
the month. We also appreciate those that
dropped off other fabric and squares to be
finished into charity quilts. We look forward to
finishing some tops this weekend. We will be sure
to share pictures.

NEW FABRIC

Art Gallery Decostitch

Decostitch is a blender made for stitch lovers.
We received 8 new Decostitch colors this week to
expand this beautiful collection to 38 colors. If
you are interested in this collection, we have the
full collection available in pre-cuts. You can also
join the Decostitch club and receive a smaller
number of fabrics monthly over a few month
period to build your stash.

Wonder what else you can make with this fabric?
Check out the lookbook for some ideas. We have
linked a free pattern on the website.
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Art Gallery Fanciful

Sharon Holland debuts the first line of Designer
Essentials with Fanciful, a collection that brings
fluttery energy into your blenders, with a palette of
trendy colors of peach, mauve, teal, burnt orange,
and neutral that are perfect for all your patchwork
and sewing projects. You may recognize this pattern
from her Bookish collection. The two colors included
there have been expanded into this collection.
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Benartex Essential Gradations Ombre

You asked and we bought a number of bolts
while at market. These bright ombres provide
versatility in your quilting with hues from bright
to deep colors. To order, click here.
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Benartex Stitchy by Christa Watson

This collection includes 5 modern, geometric
prints in 5 rich colorways of fushia, orange,
turquoise, olive and grey. We have included a
free pattern as well. Click here to order fabric and
the picture for the pattern.
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Riley Blake new Bench Pillow Kit
Subscribe to Riley Blake's new Bench Pillow Kit of
the Month program and receive exclusive monthly
bench pillow kits in keepsake boxes for twelve
months starting in January 2023. Create a keepsake
pillow for every season to treasure or gift. Finished
bench pillow size is 16" x 38" and each was designed
by one of your favorite Riley Blake designers. Kits
include the pattern and fabric for pillow top and
binding. The subscription includes 1 kit per month
and runs for 12 months (January 2023 to December
2023). Box size is approximately 10 1/2" x 6 3/8" x 2
5/8".

Click here to subscribe. Quantities are limited.

https://www.webfabrics.net/module/subscription.htm?id=3918


Subscriptions

We have revised the Basics and Blenders
Subscription Club program and they are updated
on the website. When you join the club you will
need to save a credit card on your account. We
will continue to send out 10 fabrics each month
depending on your selection (Fat Quarter, Half
Yard and Yard cut). This is a great way to build
your stash.

Click here to sign up for a club program.

LOCAL NEWS

Giving Back

Quilt blocks continue to come in and we
appreciate those that are participating in our
Charity quilt project. If you missed it, you can still
send in a 10" block through the end of the
month.

https://www.webfabrics.net/shop?search_keyword=subscriptions


More about Station Stitchers at the end of this
newsletter.

 
Fabric as an Art Medium - OURstory, HERstory
and Fly Me to the Moon

Please join us as Susanne Miller Jones shares
some of the OURstory quilts before they make
their final showing at the Virginia Quilt Museum.
She will be talking about how artists see fabric
and what they are looking for when they shop as
well as telling some stories of the OURstory
quilts. Susanne is the curator and author of
OURstory Quilts: Human Rights Stories in Fabric;
HERstory Quilts: A Celebration of Strong Women;
and Fly Me to the Moon: An Art Quilt Journey.
Our own Kerry Farone has work featured in two
of the books.  If you have had a piece in any of
these exhibits, please bring it with you. You will
be invited to show your piece and tell the story of



it.

Susanne will be happy to sign your books at the end
of the event.  She will have some to purchase as well.
Sign up here.

As mentioned before we are partnering with
Station Stitchers.  Station Stitchers is a non-profit,
501 (c) (3) organization comprised of volunteers
from all walks of life who seek to make a
difference in the lives of under-served individuals
in Loudoun County. They donate bedding to
serve acute care hospital patients, victims of
trauma, teens in crisis, homeless shelter residents,
hospice and nursing home patients, and
emergency service organizations. They provide
warmth and comfort to those in need. Learn
more about Stations Stitchers here.  

For the holidays this year, Station Stitchers is
partnering with Webfabrics to support “Santa for
Seniors” to provide Christmas gift quilts to the
residents of the Inova House Calls Program,

https://www.webfabrics.net/module/class/473459/fabric-as-art-medium-ourstory-herstory-and-fly-me-to-the-moon---fabric-as-art-medium
https://www.stationstitchers.org/


which helps seniors age in peace.  

As always, it is fun to work with fabric and 'fabric people'.

 

Bev and SydneyBev and Sydney
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